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Dana and Hugo are outcasts, half-breeds living with an infection that has turned almost everyone

else in Seattle into mindless zombies.Armed with the location of Dana'a little sister Max, Dana and

Hugo must cross a city crawling with the undead to find her. They face raging fires, trigger-happy

gun nuts and former city scum come to the surface.It's far from plain sailing as the apocalypse

begins to gear up in this, the second installment of the Resistant series.From best-selling author

who penned the Z-Minus, Blood Memory, Plants Vs. Zombies and Compulsion series comes this,

the first book in the Resistant chronicles.RESISTANCE is futile.Download Now.
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I received this ebook to give an honest review.I really enjoyed book two. Dana and Hugo are still on

the mission of finding her sister Max. It seems that they could be getting closer but will find

themselves going over different obstacles to not only find her, but to keep themselves alive.There is

a scene that happens within the book that reminded me of the story of Hansel and Gretel. I kept



thinking man this is a crazy scene I know that have to survive because Dana is a survivor.Not all

survivors will be helpful it seems that you have to watch out for the undead and the humans though

which one is worse? There is non stop action and the plot is steady. The characters are well

developed, the author did a great job with this book. I think this is going to make an good zombie

series.

I am SO ticked off that the book ended! Grrr!Wait--that's a GOOD thing--means there's something to

look forward to in book 3...whew! Crisis averted!In all honesty, this series is another hit from the

curious mind of Mr. Briar. The main characters, Dana and Hugo, are well-fleshed and instantly

likable. I was immediately invested in Dana's quest to save her sister, and Hugo's to find his inner

strength.Read this book--you won't be sorry.I received a free advance copy of this book in return for

my honest review, which you have just read.

ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s hard for the next book in a series to equal the first but Resistant does. You

know the characters and their mission and itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s nearly non-stop action from the

beginning to the end. You learn more about the characters and see them grow a little bit. As a result

you care more for the main characters. The ending is a major cliffhanger in that you

canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t guess how Perrin will advance the story. And thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a good

thing because the character thrive better in a conflict situation. Looking forward for the next book.

Perrin Briar strikes again! A fabulous follow up to a spectacular Book 1. Zombies with a fresh twist is

always welcome and this series so far has not disappointed at all. The drive and motivation behind

the Main character is very realistic and I found myself feeling for this individual. Add in non stop

action and other incredible characters and you have a fabulous book in an already awesome series.

I dare you to put this book down without reading it the whole way through in one sitting.

This series is really feeling special to me. The thought of losing the where abouts of a sister is

devastating. This book and series are fantastic. The main character is fighting all sorts of roadblocks

to complete her self-proclaimed mission. Find her sister regardless of who gets in the way! This

series is turning out to be my favorite work from this author! Thank you Mr. Briar for including me in

you Advance readers crew. This review was given honestly.

Perrin Briar has done it again. His sequel to Juvenile proves again that he is able to continue a story



and move it forward in the second book in a series. Not everyone is able to do that.That being said,

there are some editing issues and grammatical errors that cropped up, but nothing that got in the

way of the story line. I can't wait until the next book in the series.

Ok, so i Gotta say, i was so Into this book, I didn't realise I was at the end and was sooo pee'd off i

wanted to scream!! I kid you not, this is a seriously awesome series, I absolutely love it..im totally

ready for part 3..it can't come quick enough.Perrin, I love your work, seriously, every series just gets

better and better.A must read for all zombie apocalypse horror fans.

That is the question attended to in this, book two, of the series. Very likable main characters,

imaginative plot twists, even a touch of a fairy tale made for adults which was disturbing in and of

itself! Great job! I got an advanced copy of this book and chose to give an honest review.
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